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Abstract
The CERN
N accelerator Logging
L
Servvice currently holds
more than 90
9 terabytes of data onlinne, and proccesses
approximatelly 450 gigabbytes per dayy, via hundredds of
data loading processes andd data extracttion requests. This
service is mission-critic
m
cal for day-tto-day operattions,
especially with
w respect too the trackingg of live data from
the LHC beaam and equipm
ment.
In order too effectively manage
m
any service,
s
the seervice
provider’s goals
g
shouldd include knnowing how
w the
underlying systems are beeing used, in terms of: “W
Who is
doing what, from where,, using whichh applicationss and
methods, andd how long eaach action takees”.
Armed wiith such inforrmation, it iss then possiblle to:
analyse and tune system performance
p
o
over
time; plaan for
scalability ahead of time;
t
assess the impacct of
maintenance operations and infrastrructure upgrrades;
diagnose passt, on-going, or
o re-occurringg problems.
The Logging Service is
i based on Oracle
O
DBMS
S and
Application Servers, annd Java tecchnology, annd is
comprised of
o several layyered and muulti-tiered sysstems.
These system
ms have all been heavilyy instrumenteed to
capture data about system
m usage, usingg technologiess such
as JMX.
The succeess of the Loogging Servicce and its prroven
ability to coppe with ever growing
g
demannds can be dirrectly
linked to the instrumentatiion in place.
This paperr describes thhe instrumentaation that has been
developed, and
a
demonstrrates how thhe instrumenttation
data is used to
t achieve the goals outlineed above.

•
•

•

•

of MDB datta and pre-filltered data fro
om industriall
SCADA systems are storedd on-line indeefinitely.
J
APIs arre responsiblee for loadingg
Distributed Java
data into the databases.
d to the LDB
B
A sub-set off MDB data is transferred
using in-house developed PL/SQL cod
de that uses a
comprehensivve set of mettadata to dynaamically filterr
the data of loong-term intereest.
A powerful distributed
d
Javva API is the sole
s
means off
extracting daata from the ddatabases, whiich includes a
command linne interface. A
Applications wishing
w
to usee
the API mustt be pre-registeered. At the tiime of writingg
there are 100 applicaations registered to a
heterogeneouus client comm
munity. Direcct SQL accesss
is not permittted.
A generic Javva GUI calledd TIMBER is also providedd
as a means too visualize and extract logg
ged data. Thee
tool is heaviily used, withh more than five hundredd
registered useers.

INTRO
ODUCTION
N
Born out of
o the LHC Logging
L
projecct, and operattional
since 2004, the CERN accelerator Logging Seervice
(herein referrred to simply as the “LS”) is
i used to storre and
retrieve billioons of data accquisitions peer day, from across
a
the completee CERN acccelerator com
mplex, related subsystems, andd experiments [1].
The LS is considered a mission criticcal service, heeavily
relied upon to
t support dayy-to-day operration. As succh the
availability and perform
mance of this service are
paramount.

Figure 1: Loggging Service architecture overview.
o
he Java APIs for both loggging and extracting data aree
Th
signiificantly optim
mized, and rrun on Oraclle applicationn
serveers. For data extraction cliients, the fact that databasee
access is actuallyy made in a distributed manner
m
via ann
appliication server is hidden witthin the Java API.
A

ARC
CHITECT
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ERVIEW

PERFOR
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STAB
BILITY … A
AND USER
RS

Figure 1 shows
s
a basicc overview of the LS whiich is
essentially coomprised of:
• Two Oracle databasses: A so-called Measureement
databasee (MDB) wheere raw data frrom Java proccesses
and otheer Oracle dataabases is perssisted during seven
s
days, annd a Logging database (LDB) where a suub-set

Th
he LS is a higgh performancce service, which needs too
deal with very high
h
data throoughputs. Att the time off
writiing the MDB has to processs approximateely 5.4 billionn
recorrds/day, whichh equates to aaround 270GB
B/day (annuall
throu
ughput of appproximately 100TB). Meanwhile thee
LDB
B needs to peersist around 4 billion reccords/day forr
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some 850 thousand signals. This boils down to storing
140GB per day (50TB/year) and keeping it available
online beyond the lifetime of the LHC.
The success of the LS leading to an increase in scope
beyond the LHC, together with unforeseen events
requiring more data to be available, has meant that the
current data throughput levels far exceed initial
expectations, which predicted 1TB/year during LHC
operation.
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What?
In its simplest form, this could be the name of a method
/ function / procedure etc. A more comprehensive solution
would also capture details of all of the dimensions that
can affect the outcome of an action and/or the
performance of the service. These details are domain
specific, but an example from the LS when querying data
would be: the API method, the names of the signals
concerned, the time window, and any additional data
manipulation parameters (see Figure 4).

Where?
This should be a host name or IP address, and process
id, which can be used to physically locate calls being
made to the service.

How?
This means identifying which application (by name) is
using the service, and if the service is accessed via
libraries – which versions of the libraries are being used.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of logged data, and
clearly illustrates how the LS has had to scale to satisfy
evolving requirements. The ability to scale in such a
manner is in no small part down to the design of the LS
[2], however instrumentation also plays an important role,
as will be explained later in this paper.
The amount of data logged only tells one side of the
story, since data is actually logged in order to be extracted
later on to support operational decisions, which often
have to be made within short time constraints; therefore
data extraction must be as fast as possible.
It is perfectly legitimate for users to ask for data
spanning long time periods and/or from long ago.
Therefore the LS must satisfy such diverse requests not
only as quickly as possible, but also whilst remaining
stable such that is can support other operations in parallel.
The determining factor in how a service performs is
always how the service is used. Experience has shown
that there is often a big difference between how service
providers think the service will be used, how users claim
they will use the service, and how users actually use the
service. This is where instrumentation comes in…

WHAT IS INSTRUMENTATION?
In this paper, instrumentation refers to capturing
information about service activity in real time, and over
time, in order to know who is doing what, from where,
how things are being done, and how long various actions
take.

Who?
This should always indicate the real end-user of the
service – somebody who can be contacted. In other
words, in an n-tier environment, it should not just be the
directly connected OS user on one of the tiers.
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How Long?
Knowing the amount of time spent doing something is
an essential ingredient in understanding how a service is
performing, and why problems may have occurred.
Therefore it is necessary to capture the elapsed time for
each significant action executed within the service.
Besides these key elements, it is also important to
instrument if actions finish successfully or throw
exceptions in order to understand unexpected behaviour.

WHY INSTRUMENT?
Instrumentation is often considered an unnecessary
overhead, especially by developers who want their code
to run as fast as possible. However, this is a rather
shortsighted view on things.
Knowing the answers to the questions above enables
service providers to understand how a service is really
being used (or misused), and how it is performing in
terms of both throughput and response times. In turn, this
allows to pre-empt problems, identify potential
bottlenecks, plan system upgrades, and when issues
inevitably occur – diagnose and react swiftly and
effectively.
Collectively, these benefits far outweigh any perceived
run-time overhead of having instrumentation in place.
The rest of this paper will focus on particular examples
of instrumentation deployed in the LS, and how it has
helped meet the requirements for performance,
scalability, and stability.

DATA LOADING
Every day, the LS treats millions of data loading
requests, coming from hundreds of client processes. The
distribution of these requests across clients is heavily
skewed. For example, one client may be responsible for
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Figure 2: Evolution of logged data.
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sending up to 40% of the data, and other just 1%. In
order to know how the systems are being used, it is
important to capture these data distributions.
Likewise, the data distribution within data loading
requests may be heavily skewed across clients, or over
time. In other words a fixed size data loading request may
contain a lot of data for a few signals, or a small amount
of data for many signals. This distribution can have a
significant impact on performance, and therefore also
needs to be captured to support performance analysis.
The other factor impacting performance of data loading
in the LS is whether or not a request contains duplicate
data (same timestamp received for the same signal),
which requires a special treatment taking 4 times longer
to process than a request without duplicate data.

by a comprehensive set of metadata defining things such
as deltas, smoothing, fixed logging, precision etc. for each
of the defined signals. The act of applying the metadata
to the raw data, and filtering and transferring the results to
the LDB are carried out using in-house developed
PL/SQL code which is executed in parallel by 8 internal
database jobs running every 5 minutes. The signals
whose data is treated by 1 of the 8 jobs are distributed
across the jobs according to a predefined category for
each of the signals.
Knowing how each execution of the data filtering and
transfer jobs performs, in terms of number of signals,
number of candidate values per data type, number of
logged values per data type, and times taken for each
internal action is essential.

Initial Implementation

Data Capture & Diagnostics

The instrumentation in the LS has evolved significantly
over many years. Initially most of the above details were
just captured in log files. The problem with this approach
is that they were very difficult to analyze, especially as
the parallel load on the LS began to increase, and nonrelated log entries become more and more interleaved.
To understand the data distribution across clients, an
internal database job ran queries against the logged data,
making aggregates of the amount of data received per
client. This approach was not scalable, and as the data
rates increased the aggregate queries were continually
adapted to use increasingly smaller sample periods of
data. A new approach to instrumentation was required.

The PL/SQL data filtering and transfer code captures
all of the above information in memory, and writes the
results into dedicated database tables after each execution.
This detailed information remains available for 7 days
(lifetime of MDB data) and is extremely useful for
diagnosing performance problems – identifying if long
executions times are isolated to particular groups of data,
specific data types, certain times of the day or a specific
type of action (such as data collection and filtering in the
MDB, or data transfer to the LDB).
The detailed information is also aggregated on an
hourly basis (Figure 3), and results are stored long-term in
the LDB. This aggregate data helps identify trends in
system performance such as correlations with accelerator
performance, or gradual performance decreases as
demands on the system increase (e.g. requests to log data
for more signals and / or at higher frequencies.

Evolution
A well-structured instrumentation framework was
developed and put in place at the level of the data loading
API running on the Oracle application servers. This
framework captures all details of all data loading requests,
performs on-the-fly in-memory data aggregations, and
writes the results into the database on a daily basis.
This approach is extremely accurate (since aggregates
are based on actual data rather than data samples), and
avoids the need to use significant database resources to
estimate system usage. In addition the time spent on each
action (parse, check, prepare, load) within each data
loading request is captured and aggregated to facilitate
analysis of system performance, and identify bottlenecks
and bad clients.
The other major advantage with the instrumentation
framework is that all information is well structured and
exposed via JMX using Java managed beans (MBeans),
which can be consulted in real-time via any JMX (Java
Management Extensions) interface. This allows service
providers to easily see what the systems are currently
doing, and diagnose on-going problems.

INTERNAL DATA TRANSFER
The majority of the data logged in the MDB are
candidates to be transferred to the LDB for long-term
storage. What data actually gets transferred is governed
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Figure 3: Example MDB to LDB instrumentation data.
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With up to 2 million requests per day to extract data for
one or more signals over greatly varying time periods –
data extraction from the LS represents a significant
portion of overall activity.
Data rates vary significantly from one signal to another,
and from one time period to another (e.g. according to
whether or not there is beam present in the LHC).
In such an environment, users are often unaware of the
amount of data that they are implicitly requesting, or of
the best methods to use to extract with.

Aiming for Service Stability
As part of an attempt to assure service stability, every
request to extract data is transparently instrumented,
exposed, and logged using a framework similar to that for
data loading, based on JMX. For each user: the running,
last added, last finished, and last unsuccessful requests are
always accessible via any JMX console. The Who, What,
Where, How, and How Long information is embedded in
each request, including signals involved, the extraction
time window, invoked method, elapsed time, library
versions, and the result (see Figure 4).

pro-actively contact the user. More often than not –
the users just need to be advised about which
alternative methods to use or attribute values to
apply.
• If any centralized data extraction server fails, service
administrators are notified of the failure, together
with details of all requests running prior to the
failure, such that they can diagnose the cause, inform
the user responsible, and adapt the service to be more
resilient in the future.
Another way in which the captured data is used is
related to backwards compatibility during upgrades to the
API. Because all method calls are logged, it is possible to
deduce whether or not certain users will be affected by
necessary API changes, and contact them in order to
adapt their code, or delay the changes.

SUMMARY
Instrumentation should not be considered as an
overhead, but rather as an integral component of any
software infrastructure. Once in place it quickly becomes
part of the backbone of the system, allowing service
providers to quickly and confidently diagnose problems,
tune system performance, and plan upgrades.
The Logging Service instrumentation data is constantly
used to support users, and has helped unravel otherwise
impossible to diagnose problems in a complex and
distributed environment.
The Logging Service is a stable, high performance, and
heavily used service. The performance, proven ability to
scale, and overall stability are testament to the value of
the significant instrumentation in place.
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Figure 4: Data extraction instrumentation via JMX.
The ease of access of this information greatly facilitates
following up support requests, since service providers can
quickly access the full set of details of what the user is
trying to do. Furthermore, because this information is
accessible in real-time, a JMX agent connects every 5
seconds to the remote data extraction server, assesses the
current situation, and can take various actions:
• If a request has been running for too long, a warning
is first sent to service administrators, and if the
situation continues – the request will be terminated.
In such situations, it is common practice for the
service administrators to diagnose the problem and
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